Non-functional requirements' assessment of enterprise architecture in system development, is important for organizations, and makes them protected from additional costs. For this goal Organizations should model their data and processes. Nowadays UML is considered as the most important modeling language, but because it's a semi-formal language, it's not qualified for assessment the system, for this in order to evaluate system, UML should transfer to a formal language such as Petri nets.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, UML diagrams are widely used in system design and they can use to describe the system architecture [1] . This language has developed a powerful set of predefined modeling elements, diagrams and structure to describe the structural and behavioral properties of system architecture and the introduction of appropriate tools to support it [2] . Unfortunately, this language is only capable of modeling some specific information systems, where there is no uncertainty in the model. However, when uncertainty is considered in UML, the extended version named Fuzzy-UML will be produced [3] .
UML is a semi-formal language, so the evaluation of nonfunctional requirements of the system is not possible, for this it is necessary to transfer the UML diagrams into a formal model such as Petri net, the formal model helps designers identify problems before implementation of the system in order to immune enterprise from additional costs.
Semi-formal language UML includes five behavioral diagrams: use case diagram, activity diagrams, state diagrams, sequence diagrams and collaboration diagrams. These diagrams play a key role in the dynamics behaviors of the system.
Here UML activity diagram is transformed to a hybrid Petri net. This hybrid Petri net is a composition of generalized stochastic Petri nets and Fuzzy Petri nets. We use GSPN to show the time of activity and use them in performance calculation and in order to show the uncertainty in the data and processes of an organization the fuzzy discussion is considered. By combination of FCPN and GSPN a new Petri net is proposed which is called fuzzy generalized stochastic Petri nets. Required Information for assessing the performance is added to the activity diagram as a notation and the notations have been considered in transforming to generalized stochastic Petri nets. This paper consists of five sections, the next section introduces the generalized stochastic Petri nets, in the third Part, due to the importance of the uncertain data and processes in the organization, FUZZY topics has been discussed (here fuzzy activity diagram is considered), in the fourth section will described how fuzzy entered in generalized stochastic Petri net and finally a use case study will be explained to make the proposed algorithm clear.
GSPN
Generalized Stochastic Petri nets are one of the extensions of Petri nets which are used for performance and dependability evaluation [4] . There are two types of transitions: immediate transitions and time transition. A random distributed function is used for firing in timed transition, and the immediate transitions are fired as soon as they become enabling. These networks are appeared, for analyzing the performance in various systems such as distributed computing network, network communication protocols, flexible manufacture and etc. Formally, a GSPN model is an 8-tuple:
GSPN = (P, T, , I, O, H, W, M)
Where P is the set of places, T is the set of immediate and timed transitions , , is the priority function that maps transitions Onto natural numbers representing their priority level, By default, timed transitions have priority equal to zero; I;O; are the input, output, inhibition functions, respectively, that map transitions onto the power set of P;
is the weight function that assigns real (positive) numbers to rates of timed transitions and to weights of immediate transitions. Finally, is the initial marking function [5] .
FUZZY PETRI NET
The following fuzzy Petri Net (FPN) structure can be used to model fuzzy rules [3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] .
FPN=( P, , , T , TF , TRTF , A, I , O, TT , TTF , AEF ,
PR , PPM , TV ) , Where:
1.
P: is a finite set of fuzzy places. Each place has a property associated with it, in which:  is a finite set of input places for primitive events.  is a finite set of output places for actions or conclusions.
2.
T: is a finite set of fuzzy transitions. They use the values provided by input places and produce values for output places.
3.
TF: is a finite set of transition functions, which perform activities of fuzzy inference.
4.
TRTF: T TF is transition type function, mapping each transition T to a transition function TF. 5 .
A (P×T T× P) is a finite set of arcs for connections between places and transitions. Connections Between the input places and transitions (P ×T) and connections between the transitions and output places (T × P) are provided by arcs. In that:
 I: P T is an input mapping.
TT is a finite set of fuzzy token (color) types. Each token has a linguistic value (i.e., low, medium and high), which is defined with a membership function.
7.
O: T P is token type function, mapping each fuzzy place P to a fuzzy token type TT. A token in a place is characterized by the property of the place and a level to which it possesses that property.
AEF: Arc Expression is arc expression function mapping each arc to an expression, which carries the information (token values).

9.
PR is a finite set of propositions, corresponding to either events or conditions or actions/conclusions.
PPM: P [0, 1]
is a fuzzy place to proposition mapping, where| PR| = |P|.
TV: P [0, 1] is truth values of tokens (μi)
assigned to places. It holds the degree of membership of a token to a particular place.
FUZZY ACTIVITY DIAGRAM
Activity diagrams (ADs) are just a variant of UML state machines, unlike the state diagram, which focuses on the role of activities in performance, ADs stress on the internal flow. It describes the activities that are being performed in the system which is displayed in state diagram by doActivities. Activity diagram is one of the most important UML diagrams, since it has got momentous efficiency in designing stage of software. This diagram helps us to define operations better. It gives the programmer the ability of implementing efficient classes. This diagram has got its activities, states and transitions [11] . Use case diagram do not show orders of implementation of use cases. To achieve this grand, activity diagram can be used to display system activity. A simple activity diagram comprises 6 sections:
Final According to these explanations, a fuzzy activity diagram is a graphical model in Fuzzy-UML which shows the different levels of a fuzzy object in its real world life cycle. This diagram uses fuzzy rules for transforming the action1 of an object to another action. A fuzzy rule is shown as below: [4, 5] .
<on event list <event threshold>> If condition list <EC coupling> Then action Fuzzy rules are used to show the real world rules for an object in which these rules can be active or deductive. Each section of the activity diagram can be transformed to a fuzzy activity diagram. Table 1 shows these transformations. 
1-Uncertainty in duration and Cost of an activity 2-Iterative between activities or between the phases of activity.
These uncertainties can show with stereotypes which is show below:
Figure 1. Stereotype for uncertainty in Cost and duration
For Performance annotations to annotate routing rates and action durations, consider the stereotype PAstep with its tag definitions PAprob and PArespTime, respectively [12] :
PArespTime =(<source-modifier>,'max',(n,'s.')), Or PArespTime = (<source-modifier>,'dist',(n-m,'s.')).
Where
<source-modifier>::= 'req'j'assm'j'pred'j'msr';'dist'
Annotations will be attached to transitions in order to allow the assignment of different action durations depending on the decision.  Timed activities: it has been said that to determine the duration of activity, stereotypes are been used. PAprob stereotypes shows as Timed activity with transition probability of P (PAprob) and stereotypes PAresptime shows as the Timed activity with transition probability 1/ P (PArespTime). With the passage of time and other activities that are instant in time.
Mapping Activity Diagram TO FGSPN
Timed Activity is shown by timed transition and non-Timed activities are shown by Simple transitions in CPNTOOLS.
 Decisions: before transforming Activity diagram to GSPN, Decisions should be process that can be considered as a transition of simple Activity. This transition can be considered as the successor transition and Fuzzy Conditions are implemented in this transition.
 Join: The integration of flow control to be forked by the decisions and they are considered as an input transition. 
CASE-STUDY
Here to explain more about suggested algorithm, an example will represented. In figure 2 an activity diagram is represented which there are some fuzzy rules and some stereotypes are specified in it.
As specified in Algorithm, firstly the GSPN of activity diagram will be created. All the component of activity diagram is considered as an immediate transition and PAstep stereotypes are considered as the timed transitions -In this step the decisions are ignored-T0 is the Transition which in it the events and decisions will be checked. First each component of activity diagram is transfer to the GSPN then all of them will be combined. Figure 3 shows the final GSPN of UMLActivity diagram which is showed in figure2. figure 4 shows this.
In the third step of the algorithm the generated GSPN with the generated FPN should combined . For this the T0 transition is considered as the successor transition. Figure 5 shows the final combination and the FGSPN.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, firstly there was a short review on Fuzzy Petri net and Generalized Stochastic Petri net. Then a new properties in activity diagram has been introduced which make it fuzzy and can be considered in transforming activity diagram to fuzzy Petri net. Then a hybrid Petri net has been suggested which used both GSPN and FPN. The suggested algorithm can be used to evaluate performance and reliability of systems. This algorithm is consisting of the both advantages of FPN and GSPN, so it can use for evaluating performance and each non-functional requirement of systems which need time also the uncertainty in data and process of systems can consider for evaluating. These properties of the algorithm make it powerful and unique because in none of the study of making executable model for evaluating systems, times and uncertainties are not considered concurrently. Finally the efficiency and performance of the suggested algorithm was explained by an example of transforming a UML activity diagram for order processing into Fuzzy GSPN. 
